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Abstract:

We propose a novel multi-texture synthesis model based on generative adversarial networks (GANs) with a
user-controllable mechanism. The user control ability allows to explicitly specify the texture which should be
generated by the model. This property follows from using an encoder part which learns a latent representation
for each texture from the dataset. To ensure a dataset coverage, we use an adversarial loss function that
penalizes for incorrect reproductions of a given texture. In experiments, we show that our model can learn
descriptive texture manifolds for large datasets and from raw data such as a collection of high-resolution
photos. We show our unsupervised learning pipeline may help segmentation models. Moreover, we apply our
method to produce 3D textures and show that it outperforms existing baselines.

1

INTRODUCTION

Textures are essential and crucial perceptual elements
in computer graphics. They can be defined as images with repetitive or periodic local patterns. Texture
synthesis models based on deep neural networks have
recently drawn a great interest to a computer vision
community. Gatys et al.(Gatys et al., 2015; Gatys
et al., 2016b) proposed to use a convolutional neural network as an effective texture feature extractor.
They proposed to use a Gram matrix of hidden layers
of a pre-trained VGG network as a descriptor of a tex-

ture. Follow-up papers (Johnson et al., 2016; Ulyanov
et al., 2016) significantly speed up a synthesis of texture by substituting an expensive optimization process
in (Gatys et al., 2015; Gatys et al., 2016b) to a fast forward pass of a feed-forward convolutional network.
However, these methods suffer from many problems
such as generality inefficiency (i.e., train one network
per texture) and poor diversity (i.e., synthesize visually indistinguishable textures).
Recently, Periodic Spatial GAN (PSGAN)
(Bergmann et al., 2017) and Diversified Texture Synthesis (DTS) (Li et al., 2017) models were proposed

Figure 1: One can take 1) New Guinea 3264 × 4928 landscape photo, learn 2) a manifold of 2D texture embeddings for this
photo, visualize 3) texture map for the image and perform 4) texture detection for a patch using distances between learned
embeddings.
First two authors have equal contribution.
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Figure 2: Training pipeline of the proposed method.

as an attempt to partly solve these issues. PSGAN
and DTS are multi-texture synthesis models, i.e.,
they train one network for generating many textures.
However, each model has its own limitations (see
Table 1). PSGAN has incomplete dataset coverage,
and a user control mechanism is absent. Lack of
dataset coverage means that it can miss some textures
from the training dataset. The absence of a user
control does not allow to explicitly specify the texture
which should be generated by the model in PSGAN.
DTS is not scalable with respect to dataset size,
cannot be applied to learn textures from raw data and
to synthesize 3D textures. It is not scalable because
the number of parameters of the DTS model linearly
depends on the number of textures in the dataset. The
learning from raw data means that the input for the
model is a high-resolution image as in Figure 1 and
the method should extract textures in an unsupervised
way. DTS does not support such training mode
(which we call fully unsupervised) because for this
model input textures should be specified explicitly.
The shortage of generality to 3D textures in DTS
model comes from inapplicability of VGG network
to 3D images.
We propose a novel multi-texture synthesis model
which does not have limitations of PSGAN and DTS.
Table 1: Comparison of multi-texture synthesis methods.

multi-texture
user control
dataset coverage
scalability with respect
to dataset size
ability to learn textures
from raw data
unsupervised texture
detection
applicability to 3D

PSGAN

DTS

Ours

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

Our model allows for generating a user-specified texture from the training dataset. This is achieved by
using an encoder network which learns a latent representation for each texture from the dataset. To ensure
the complete dataset coverage of our method we use
a loss function that penalizes for incorrect reproductions of a given texture. Thus, the generator is forced
to learn the ability to synthesize each texture seen during the training phase. Our method is more scalable
with respect to dataset size compared to DTS and is
able to learn textures in a fully unsupervised way from
raw data as a collection of high-resolution photos. We
show that our model learns a descriptive texture manifold in latent space. Such low dimensional representations can be applied as useful texture descriptors, for
example, for an unsupervised texture detection (see
Figure 1) or improving segmentation models. Also,
we can apply our approach to 3D texture synthesis because we use fully adversarial losses and do not utilize
VGG network descriptors.
We experimentally show that our model can learn
large datasets of textures. We check that our generator
learns all textures from the training dataset by conditionally synthesizing each of them. We demonstrate
that our model can learn meaningful texture manifolds as opposed to PSGAN (see Figure 6). We compare the efficiency of our approach and DTS in terms
of memory consumption and show that our model is
much more scalable than DTS for large datasets. We
also provide proof of concept experiments showing
that embeddings learned in an unsupervized way may
help segmentation models.
We apply our method to 3D texture-like porous
media structures which is a real-world problem from
Digital Rock Physics. Synthesis of porous structures
plays an important role (Volkhonskiy et al., 2019) because an assessment of the variability in the inherent
material properties is often experimentally not feasible. Moreover, usually it is necessary to acquire a
number of representative samples of the void-solid
215
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structure. We show that our method outperforms a
baseline (Mosser et al., 2017) in the porous media
synthesis which trains one network per texture.
Briefly summarize, we can highlight the following
key advantages of our model:
• user control (conditional generation),
• full dataset coverage,
• scalability with respect to dataset size,
• ability to learn descriptive texture manifolds from
raw data in a fully unsupervised way,

• samples Gθ (z) are real textures if we sample z
from a prior p(z) (in our case it is N (0, I)).
• if zϕ (x) ∼ qϕ (z|x) then Gθ (zϕ (x)) has the same
texture type as x.
• an aggregated distribution of the encoder Eϕ (x)
should
be close to the prior p(z), i.e. qϕ (z) =
R
qϕ (z|x)p∗ (x)dx ≈ p(z) where p∗ (x) is a true distribution of textures.
• samples Gθ (zϕ ) are real textures if zϕ is sampled
from aggregated qϕ (z).

• applicability to 3D texture synthesis.

2

Then we can formulate properties of the generator
Gθ (z) and the encoder Eϕ (x) we expect in our model:

To ensure these properties we use three types of
adversarial losses:

PROPOSED METHOD

We look for a multi-texture synthesis pipeline that can
generate textures in a user-controllable manner, ensure full dataset coverage and be scalable with respect
to dataset size. We use an encoder network Eϕ (x)
which allows to map textures to a latent space and
gives low dimensional representations. We use a similar generator network Gθ (z) as in PSGAN.
The generator Gθ (z) takes as an input a noise tensor z ∈ Rd×hz ×wz which has three parts z = [zg , zl , z p ].
These parts are the same as in PSGAN:

• generator matching: Lx for matching the distribution of both samples Gθ (z) and reproductions
Gθ (zϕ ) to the distribution of real textures p∗ (x).
• pair matching: Lxx for matching the distribution of pairs (x, x0 ) to the distribution of pairs
(x, Gθ (zϕ (x))) where x and x0 are samples of the
same texture. It will ensure that Gθ (zϕ (x)) has the
same texture type as x.
• encoder matching: Lz for matching the aggregated distribution qϕ (z) to the prior p(z).

g

• zg ∈ Rd ×hz ×wz is a global part which determines
the type of texture. It consists of only one vector z̄g of size d g which is repeated through spatial
dimensions.
l

• zl ∈ Rd ×hz ×wz is a local part and each element
zlki j is sampled from a standard normal distribution N (0, 1) independently. This part encourages
the diversity within one texture.
p

p

• z p ∈ Rd ×hz ×wz is a periodic part and zki j =
sin(ak (zg ) · i + bk (zg ) · j + ξk ) where ak , bk are
trainable functions and ξk is sampled from
U[0, 2π] independently. This part helps generating periodic patterns.
We see that for generating a texture it is sufficient
to put the vector z̄g as an input to the generator Gθ because zl is obtained independently from N (0, 1) and
z p is computed from zg . It means that we can consider
z̄g as a latent representation of a corresponding texture
and we will train our encoder Eϕ (x) to recover this latent vector z̄g for an input texture x. Further, we will
assume that the generator Gθ (z) takes only the vector
z̄g as input and builds other parts of the noise tensor
from it. For simplicity, we denote z̄g as z.
The encoder Eϕ (x) takes an input texture x and
returns the distribution qϕ (z|x) = N (µϕ (x), σ2ϕ (x)) of
the global vector z (the same as z̄g ) of the texture x.
216

We consider exact definitions of these adversarial losses in Section 2.1. We demonstrate the whole
pipeline of the training procedure in Figure 2.

2.1 Generator & Encoder Objectives
Generator Matching. For matching both samples
Gθ (z) and reproductions Gθ (zϕ ) to real textures we
use a discriminator Dψ (x) as in PSGAN which maps
an input image x to a two-dimensional tensor of spaij
tial size s × t. Each element Dψ (x) of the discriminator’s output corresponds to a local part x and estimates probability that such receptive field is real versus synthesized by Gθ . Then a value function Vx (θ, ψ)
of such adversarial game min max Vx (θ, ψ) will be the
θ

ψ

following:
Vx (θ, ψ) =

1 s,t h
ij
E p∗ (x) log Dψ (x)
st ∑
i, j

(1)

ij

+E p(z) log(1 − Dψ (Gθ (z)))
i
ij
+ Eqϕ (z) log(1 − Dψ (Gθ (zϕ )))
As in (Goodfellow et al., 2014) we modify the
value function Vx (θ, ψ) for the generator Gθ by subij
ij
stituting the term log(1 − Dψ (·)) to − log Dψ (·). So,
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Figure 3: The architecture of the discriminator on pairs Dτ (x, y).

the adversarial loss Lx is
1 s,t h
Lx (θ) = − ∑ E p(z) log Diψj (Gθ (z))+
st i, j
i
ij
+Eqϕ (z) log Dψ (Gθ (zϕ )) → min

(2)

θ

Pair Matching. The goal is to match fake pairs
(x, Gθ (zϕ (x))) to real ones (x, x0 ) where x and x0 are
samples of the same texture (in practice, we can obtain real pairs by taking two different random patches
from one texture). For this purpose we use a discriminator Dτ (x, y) of special architecture which is provided in Figure 3.
We consider the following distributions:
•

p∗xx (x, y)

over real pairs (x, y) where x and y are
examples of the same texture;

• pθ,ϕ (x, y) over fake pairs (x, y) where x is a
real texture and y is its reproduction, i.e., y =
Gθ (zϕ (x)).
We denote the dimension of the discriminator’s
ij
output matrix as p × q and Dτ (x, y) as the i j-th element of this matrix. The value function Vxx (θ, ϕ, τ)
for this adversarial game min max Vxx (θ, ϕ, τ) is
θ,ϕ

τ

1 p,q h
ij
E p∗xx (x,y) log Dτ (x, y) +
pq ∑
i, j
i
ij
+ E pθ,ϕ (x,y) log(1 − Dτ (x, y))
(3)

to unstable training of the generator Gθ (z) because it
should generate good images both for samples from
the prior p(z) and for embeddings which come from
the encoder Eϕ .
Therefore, to regularize the encoder Eϕ we match
the prior distribution Rp(z) and the aggregated encoder
distribution qϕ (z) = qϕ (z|x)p∗ (x)dx using the discriminator Dζ (z). It classifies samples z from p(z)
versus ones from qϕ (z). The minimax game of Eϕ (x)
and Dζ is defined as min max Vz (ϕ, ζ), where Vz (ϕ, ζ)
ϕ

Vz (ϕ, ζ) = E p(z) log Dζ (z)

Lxx (θ, ϕ) = −

1 p,q
ij
E pθ,ϕ (x,y) log Dτ (x, y) → min
θ,ϕ
pq ∑
i, j
(4)

Encoder Matching. We need to use encoder matching because otherwise if we use only one objective
Lxx (θ, ϕ) for training the encoder Eϕ (x) then embeddings for textures can be very far from samples z that
come from the prior distribution p(z). It will lead

(5)

+Eqϕ (z) log(1 − Dζ (z))
To sample from qϕ (z) we should at first sample some
texture x then sample z from the encoder distribution
by z = µϕ (x) + σϕ (x) ∗ ε, where ε ∼ N (0, I). The adversarial loss Lz (ϕ) is

Lz (ϕ) = −Eqϕ (z) log Dζ (z) → min

(6)

ϕ

Final Objectives. Thus, for both the generator Gθ
and the encoder Eϕ we optimize the following objectives:
• the generator Gθ loss

L (θ) = α1 Lx (θ) + α2 Lxx (θ, ϕ) → min

Vxx (θ, ϕ, τ) =

The discriminator Dτ tries to maximize the value
function Vxx (θ, ϕ, τ) while the generator Gθ and the
encoder Eϕ minimize it.
Then the adversarial loss Lxx is

ζ

is

(7)

θ

• the encoder Eϕ loss

L (ϕ) = β1 Lz (ϕ) + β2 Lxx (θ, ϕ) → min

(8)

ϕ

In experiments, we use α1 = α2 = β1 = β2 = 1.

3

RELATED WORK

Deep learning methods were shown to be an efficient
parametric model for texture synthesis. Papers of
Gatys et al.(Gatys et al., 2015; Gatys et al., 2016b)
are a milestone: they proposed to use Gram matrices
of VGG intermediate layer activations as texture descriptors. This approach allows for generating highquality images of textures (Gatys et al., 2015) by
217
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4

(a) PSGAN-5D samples (b) Our-2D model samples

EXPERIMENTS

In experiments, we train our model on scaly, braided,
honeycomb and striped categories from Oxford Describable Textures Dataset (Cimpoi et al., 2014).
These are datasets with natural textures in the wild.
We use the same fully-convolutional architecture for
Dψ (x), Gθ (z) as in PSGAN (Bergmann et al., 2017).
We used a spectral normalization (Miyato et al., 2018)
for discriminators that significantly improved training
stability.

4.1 Inception Score for Textures
(c) Our-2D model reproductions. Columns 1,4,7,10 are real
textures, others are reproductions
Figure 4: Examples of generated/reproduced textures from
PSGAN and our model.

running an expensive optimization process. Subsequent works (Ulyanov et al., 2016; Johnson et al.,
2016) significantly accelerate a texture synthesis by
approximating this optimization procedure by fast
feed-forward convolutional networks. Further works
improve this approach either by using optimization
techniques (Frigo et al., 2016; Gatys et al., 2016a;
Li and Wand, 2016), introducing an instance normalization (Ulyanov et al., 2017; Ulyanov et al., ) or applying GANs-based models for non-stationary texture
synthesis (Zhou et al., 2018). These methods have
significant limitations such as the requirement to train
one network per texture and poor diversity of samples.
Multi-texture Synthesis Methods. DTS (Li et al.,
2017) was introduced by Li et al.as a multi-texture
synthesis model.
Spatial GAN (SGAN) model
(Jetchev et al., 2016) was introduced by Jetchev
et al.as the first method where GANs are applied to
texture synthesis. It showed good results, surpassing the results of (Gatys et al., 2015). Bergmann
et al.(Bergmann et al., 2017) improved SGAN by introducing Periodic Spatial GAN (PSGAN) model.
Our model is based on GANs with an encoder network which allows mapping an input texture to a latent embedding. We use the adversarial loss for this
purpose inspired by (Xian et al., 2018) where it is
used for image synthesis guided by sketch, color, and
texture. The benefit of such loss is that it can be easily applied to 3D textures. Previous works (Mosser
et al., 2017; Volkhonskiy et al., 2019) on synthesizing 3D porous material used GANs with 3D convolutional layers inside a generator and a discriminator.

It is a common practice in natural image generation
to evaluate a model that approximates data distribution p∗ (x) using Inception Score (Szegedy et al.,
2016). For this purpose Inception network is used
to get label
 distribution p(t|x). Then
 one calculates
IS = exp Ex∼p∗ (x) KL p(t|x)kp(t) , where p(t) =
Ex∼p∗ (x) p(t|x) is aggregated label distribution. The
straightforward application of Inception network does
not make sense for textures. Therefore, we train a
classifier with an architecture similar∗ to Dψ (x) to
predict texture types for a given texture dataset. To do
that properly, we manually clean our data from duplicates so that every texture example has a distinct label
and use random cropping as data augmentation. Our
trained classifier achieves 100% accuracy on a scaly
dataset. We use this classifier to evaluate Inception
Score for models trained on the same texture dataset.

4.2 Unconditional and Conditional
Generation
For models like PSGAN we are not able to obtain reproductions, we only have access to texture generation process. One would ask for the guarantees that a
model is able to generate every texture in the dataset
from only the prior distribution. We evaluate PSGAN
and our model on a scaly dataset with 116 unique textures. After models are trained, we estimate the Inception Score. We observed that Inception Score difTable 2: Inception Scores for conditional and unconditional
generation from PSGAN and our model. Classifier used to
compute IS achieved perfect accuracy on train data.

Model

Uncond. IS

Cond. IS

PSGAN-5D
Our-2D

73.68±0.6
73.74±0.3

NA
103.96±0.1

∗ The
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only difference is the number of output logits
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PSGAN-5D, IS=73.681 ± 0.618
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(a) PSGAN-5D samples
OURS-2D, IS=73.734 ± 0.308
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(a) PSGAN 2D manifold
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(b) Ours 2D manifold
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(b) Our-2D model samples
OURS-2D, IS=103.961 ± 0.142, matched : 0.98

1400

correct
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1200

Figure 6: 2D manifold for 116 textures from scaly dataset.
Our model gives paces one texture to a distinct location.
Grid is taken over [−2.25, 2.25] × [−2.25, 2.25] with step
0.225.
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(c) Our-2D model reproductions
Figure 5: Histogram of classifier predictions on 50000 generated samples from PSGAN (a) and Our model (b) and for
500 reproductions per class for our model (c). Each bin represents a separate texture class from scaly dataset.

fers with d g and thus picked the best d g separately
for both PSGAN and our model obtaining d g = 5
and d g = 2 respectively. Both models were trained
with Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) (betas=0.5,0.99)
with batch size 64 on a single GPU. Their best performance was achieved in around 80k iterations. For
both models, we used spectral normalization to improve training stability (Miyato et al., 2018).
Both models can generate high-quality textures
from low dimensional space. Our model additionally
can successfully generate reproductions for every texture in the dataset. Figure 5 and Table 2 summarise
the results for conditional (reproductions) and unconditional texture generation. Figure 5a indicates PSGAN may have missing textures, our model does not
suffer from this issue. Inception Score suggests that
conditional generation is a far better way to sample
from the model. In Figure 4 we provide samples and
texture reproductions for trained models.

4.3

Texture Manifold

Autoencoding property is a nice to have feature for
generative models. One can treat embeddings as low
dimensional data representations. As shown in section 4.2 our model can reconstruct every texture in
the dataset. Moreover, we are able to visualize the
manifold of textures since we trained this model with
d g = 2. To compare this manifold to PSGAN, we train
a separate PSGAN model with d g = 2. 2D manifolds

near prior distribution for both models can be found
in Figure 6. Our model learns visually better 2D manifold and allocates similar textures nearby.

4.4 Spatial Embeddings Structure
As described in sections 4.5 and 4.3, our method can
learn descriptive texture manifold from a collection
of raw data in an unsupervised way. The obtained
texture embeddings may be useful. Consider a large
input image X, e.g.as the first in Figure 1, and the
trained G(z) and E(x) on this image. Note that at
the training stage encoder E(x) is a fully convolutional network, followed by global average pooling.
Applied to X as-is, the encoder’s output would be
”average” texture embedding for the whole image X.
Replacing global average pooling by spatial average
pooling with small kernel allows E(X) to output texture embeddings for each receptive field in the input
e
image X. We denote such modified encoder as E(x).
e
Z = E(X) is a tensor with spatial texture embeddings for X. They smoothly change along spatial dimensions as visualized by reconstructing them with
generator G̃(Z) on the third picture in Figure 1.
One can take a reference patch P with a texture
(e.g., grass) and find similar textures in image X. This
is illustrated in the last picture in Figure 1. We picked
a patch P with grass on it and constructed a heatmap
e i j , E(P))2 ), where d(·, ·) is
M: Mi j = exp(−αd(E(X)
Euclidean distance and α = 3 in our example. We
then interpolated M to the original size of X.
e
This example shows that E(x)
allows using
learned embeddings for other tasks that have no relation to texture generation. We believe supervised
methods would benefit from adding additional features obtained in an unsupervised way.
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Table 3: KL divergence between real, our and the baseline distributions of statistics (permeability, Euler characteristic, and
surface area) for size 1603 . The standard deviation was computed using the bootstrap method with 1000 resamples.
Permeability
KL(preal , pours ) KL(preal , pbaseline )

Euler characteristic
KL(preal , pours ) KL(preal , pbaseline )

Surface area
KL(preal , pours ) KL(preal , pbaseline )

Ketton

5.06 ± 0.35

4.68 ± 0.56

3.66 ± 0.73

1.86 ± 0.42

1.85 ± 0.62

7.73 ± 0.18

Berea

0.49 ± 0.07

0.50 ± 0.12

0.34 ± 0.08

1.36 ± 0.25

0.33 ± 0.11

5.91 ± 0.54

Doddington

0.42 ± 0.10

3.41 ± 1.68

2.65 ± 2.29

3.35 ± 1.13

4.83 ± 2.06

7.92 ± 0.27

Estaillades

0.80 ± 0.24

3.41 ± 0.46

1.85 ± 0.29

2.05 ± 1.05

4.62 ± 0.66

6.93 ± 0.39

Bentheimer

0.47 ± 0.08

1.38 ± 0.49

1.24 ± 0.41

3.44 ± 1.91

1.20 ± 0.73

1.25 ± 0.12

(a) Real
(b) Ours
(c) Baseline
Figure 8: Real, synthetic (our model) and synthetic (baseline model) Berea samples of size 1503 .
Figure 7: Merrigum House 3872 × 2592 photo and its
learned 2D texture manifold using our model.

4.5

Learning Texture Manifolds from
Raw Data and Texture Detection

The learned manifold in section 4.3 was obtained
from well prepared data and a single image in section 4.4. Real cases usually do not have clean data
and require either expensive data preparation or unsupervised methods. Our model can learn texture
manifolds from raw data such as a collection of highresolution photos. To cope with training texture manifolds on raw data, we suggest to construct p∗ (x, x0 ) in
equation 3 with two crops from almost the same location. In Figure 7 we provide a manifold learned from
House photo.

4.6

Application to 3D Synthesis

In this section, we demonstrate the applicability of our
model to the Digital Rock Physics. We trained our
model on 3D Porous Media structures† (i.e. see Fig.
8a) of five different types: Ketton, Berea, Doddington, Estaillades and Bentheimer. Each type of rock
has an initial size 10003 binary voxels. As the baseline, we considered Porous Media GANs (Mosser
et al., 2017), which is deep convolutional GANs with
3D convolutional layers.
For the comparison of our model with real samples and the baseline samples, we use permeability
statistics and two so-called Minkowski functionals.
† All

database
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samples were taken from Imperial College

We used the following experimental setup. We
trained our model on random crops of size 1603 on
all types of porous structures. We also trained five
baseline models on each type separately. Then we
generated 500 synthetic samples of size 1603 of each
type using our model and the baseline model. We also
cropped 500 samples of size 1603 from the real data.
As a result, for each type of structure, we obtained
three sets of objects: real, synthetic and baseline.
The visual result of the synthesis is presented in
Fig. 8 for Berea. In the figure, there are three samples: real (i.e., cropped from the original big sample),
ours and a sample of the baseline model. Because our
model is fully convolutional, we can increase the generated sample size by expanding the spatial dimensions of the latent embedding z. The network structure allows to produce larger texture sizes.Then, for
each real, synthetic and baseline objects we calculated
three statistics: permeability, Surface Area and Euler
characteristics. To measure the distance between distributions of statistics for real, our and baseline samples we approximated these distributions by discrete
ones obtained using the histogram method with 50
bins. Then for each statistic, we calculated KL divergence between the distributions of the statistic of a)
real and our generated samples; b) real and baseline
generated samples.
The comparison of the KL is presented at Tab. 3
for the permeability and for Minkowski functionals.
As we can see, our model performs better accordingly
for most types of porous structures.

User-controllable Multi-texture Synthesis with Generative Adversarial Networks

5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper, we proposed a novel model for multitexture synthesis. We showed it ensures full dataset
coverage and can detect textures on images in the unsupervised setting. We provided a way to learn a manifold of training textures even from a collection of raw
high-resolution photos. We also demonstrated that the
proposed model applies to the real-world 3D texture
synthesis problem: porous media generation. Our
model outperforms the baseline by better reproducing physical properties of real data. In future work,
we want to study the texture detection ability of our
model for improving segmentation in an unsupervised
way and seek for its new applications.
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